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Awful even for a cheap game.. Nice and simple, just like Corruption. The main difference between this one and Corruption is
the setting and the amount of scenarios. Where Corruption has about 3 different scenarios to play through, this one only has one
but I already like Floodings more because of how political action works. Essentially, rather than having dilemnas, you just have
cards with things you can do to try and prevent severe flooding/rebels/various other bad things that will happen to your poor
Pakistani people. Unfortunately, like Corruption, the game is awfully short but for 1.94 (on sale price) this game is a fun little
brain teaser that really tests the management sim in me. I also have a softspot for games that attempt to be educational rather
than being the next AAA Shooter. Definitely recommended. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXePoRJ7Sc. It's horrible.
Like you'd expect from a mobile game.. It's fun; i don't know what is going on most of the time but it's pretty good. It's sort of
half turn based where things happen each ingame day; however you can't sit on the one day forever because the game will
progress. Also 10/10 newspaper realism because you can't make them happy.. It DOES have potential. I don't know much about
the background of this game, in terms of who the developers are. However, the premise of the game is interesting and the game
show lots of potential in some areas. However, it's obvious that there is still work that needs to be done to improve it. For
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example, the ability to be able to save progress and the option to play the game in window size. As it is, this game resembles
more a student project as opposed to an "indie" game.
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